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( Environmental Awareness in Sanskrit Literature )
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Pass Marks: 32
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The figures in the margin indicaieJuU marks
for the questions

Section—A,

( Environmental Issues and Importance of
Sanskrit Literature )

(M^Jts:20)

1. Give short answers of the following : 1x3=3

(a) Write a Sanskrit equivalent, word of science
of environment.
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3- "^atdovoun^.you Understand k

you contribute as an ind - P^bution? How can■  in your locality? ^i'^Ual to combat pollution ^
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a note on the e

water preservation
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W What are the three

environment kno ^^'^^btuent elements of
P23/1111 Chandamsi? 3

( Continued )

( 3 )

5. What are the equivalent words for environment
' found in the '31^'? Describe the basic elements

of universe covered by environment. 8
Or

Enlighten the environmental awareness in the
Veda.

6. Give a description on eco-friendly environmental
organism as found in Upanisads. 5

7 Describe the natural sources of water according
to the Rgveda.

Section—C

( Environmental Awareness in Classical
Sanskrit Literature )

(Marks: 36 )

8 Give very short answers of the following : 1*3=3

(a) Who is the author of .^ukraiuti?

(b) What is the meaning of the word *Kupa'?

(c) Write the name of the 54th Chapter of the
Brhatsaihbita.
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•n the plantation as depicted ^

1®- ^t«ethevarioustypes„/
for irrigation? Discuss canals (Kulya) ^

'

11« Write a note rx«
^^°"-««ltarvasti„g,y3,e.ninthe

•  - . ,. , 7

Or
Write a note on ^
as found in pf Indian monsoon

12. Why plantation of trees
reservation of underground "*iportant for
foe Bihateaih&ifa. ^ater? Discuss after

6

13. Write a note on eight el/^ ̂Md con^t of AstamOrti^-'^^ environment
®  Ksiida^^ nientioned in

Write a brief „ote on th'
destroying trees and nia„, Ptnishment for

a 'according to the
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Section—A

( Essentials of Indian Philosophy—Astika School)
( Marks : 20 )

1. Answer the following as directed : 1x2=2

(a) The author of BrahmasQtra is Vyasa /
^ahkaracarya.

( Choose the correct answer )

(b) Who was the founder of Mimosa system
of Indian Philosophy?
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